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一、 Multiple Choices (40%，每題 2%) 

1. (a. Religion, b. Ideology, c. Concept, d. Notion) is a set of core philosophical principles that a group of 
leaders and citizens collectively holds about politics, the interests of political actors, and the ways 
people ought to ethically behave. 

2. Traditionally the category of global issues related to the (a. economic, b. social, c. military, d. 
environmental) aspects of relations between governments and people is so-called low politics.  

3. Under international law, state (a. autonomy, b. sovereignty, c. power, d. capacity) refers to the status of 
states as equals in that within their territory, a state’s government is subject to no higher external 
authority.   

4. “States” may be conceived as (a. institutional mechanisms, b. political institutions, c. groups, d. a 
product of human association). 

5. Typically liberal thinkers assume that (a. human beings are “good” in nature; b. conflict and war are 
inevitable; c. human beings are likely to make progress; d. a free market is admirable). 

6. (a. Liberalism, b. Marxism, c. Hegemonic stability theory, d. Imperialism) maintains that the 
establishment of a single dominating power is a necessary condition for global order in commercial 
transactions and international security.  

7. The former US Secretary of State Henry Kissinger asserted that “the management of a (a. balance, b. 
balance of power, c. power, d. balance of trade) is a permanent undertaking.” 

8. Two-party system is usually characterized by ideological (a. distance, b. proximity, c. extremism, d. 
polarization). 

9. Realism suggests that states seek (a. national interest, b. power, c. absolute gains, d. dependence). 
10. Nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) can be (a. Amnesty International, b. Greenpeace, c. Human 

Rights Watch, d. OECD). 
11. According to Graham Allison, most foreign policies are made by (a. bureaucratic politics, b. rational 

actor, c, organizational process, d. political-economic analysis). 
12. Membership in the United Nations is open to all other (a. economies, b. nations, c. peace-loving states, 

d. friendly countries) which accept the obligations contained in the present Charter and, in the judgment 
of the Organization, are able and willing to carry out these obligations.  

13. The UN and its members shall act in accordance with the following principles: (a. the sovereign 
equality, b. settling disputes by peaceful means, c. the territorial integrity, d. using force against political 
independence). 

14. Multinational Companies (MNCs) could have such positive or negative impact as (a. increasing trade 
volume, b. providing FDI, c. transferring technology, d. eroding traditional culture). 

15. Behaviorism is an approach to the study of international relations that emphasizes the application of (a. 
historical, b. scientific, c. economic, d. multiple) methods. 
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16. Before democratic transition, Taiwan was usually regarded by Western scholars as (a. an authoritarian, 
b. a democratic, c. a Communist, d. a totalitarian) regime.   

17. (a. Boycotts, b. Embargoes, c. Liberalizations, d. Polarizations) are usually concerted efforts to exercise 
economic sanction against a state. 

18. European Union (EU) is a regional organization created by the merger of (a. the European Coal and 
Steel Community, b. NATO, c. the European Atomic Energy Community, d. the European Economic 
Community). 

19. The most important ideological contention in Taiwan is between (a. realism and idealism, b. socialism 
and nationalism, c. unification and independence, d. conservatism and liberalism). 

20. The major task of a political scientist is to provide (a. perspectives, b. solutions, c. actions, d. 
explanations) for political phenomena.   

二、請將下列英文翻譯為中文（60%） 

1. A critical examination of central claims of globalism suggests that the neoliberal language about 
globalization is ideological in the sense that it is politically motivated and contributes towards the 
construction of particular meanings of globalization that preserve and stabilize existing asymmetrical 
power relations. But indeed the ideological reach of globalism goes far beyond the task of providing the 
public with a narrow explanation of the meaning of globalization. Thus, as both the massive 
antiglobalist protests from Seattle to Genoa and the Al Qaeda terrorist attacks of 11 September 2001 
have shown, the expansion of this globalist ideology has encountered considerable resistance.  ( 10% ) 

    (Adapted from Manfred B. Steger, Globalization: A Very Short Introduction, 2003, p. 112.)  

2. The present assessment of social equity in contemporary globalization adopts a third approach, 
identifying justice principally in terms of the absence of arbitrary privilege and exclusion. From this 
perspective, unequal outcomes between individuals can be fair, provided: (a) that all parties have 
minimum acceptable living conditions; and, more particularly, (b )that such inequality does not result 
from structural hierarchies of opportunity that accord some parties an inbuilt advantage over other(for 
example, by accident of birth).  ( 25% ) 

Scholte, Jan Aart, 2000, Globalization: A Critical Introduction pp234-235 

3. Co-governance means utilizing organized forms of interactions for governing purposes. In 
social-political governing, these are key forms of“horizontal governing": Actor communicate,  
collaborate or co-operate without central or dominating governing actor as can be witnessed in the more 
general category for societal interplays. It is especially these forms of governing hat in my 
conceptualization are considered to be well-equipped modes for governance in diverse, dynamic and 
complex situations, but certainly not exclusively so. Societal forms of co-governing are embedded 
within these interplay forms of societal interactions.  (25%) 

Kooiman,  Jan, 2003,  Governing as Governance,  pp 97. 
 
 

 


